
A Swedish Classic  
since 2015



Birger Sparring was a distinguished Swedish entrepreneur 
and innovator. Already in the 1930s, he founded Sparring AB 
and developed and patented hanging storage based on wall 
bands and brackets. Thanks to their smart locking feature, 
the products grew quickly popular. Success was so great, 
that Sparring’s wall band and bracket eventually became 
well known concepts, synonymous with flexibility and quality.

The flexible shelving system was born
Sparring AB grew, and in 1983 the company merged with 
Ingenjörsfirman Elfa AB - makers of wire products like its  
popular basket system since the 1950s. Two strong brands 

formed SparringElfa AB - and soon  
after began the development of a  
new, revolutionary storage concept. 

Today we at Elfa are very proud of our 
over 60-year history in the development 
and manufacture of smart, flexible  
storage solutions. And also, of course,  
of our unique connection to the innovator  

      Birger Sparring.

Sparring – 
the entrepreneur who 
became a concept 



A Swedish Classic since 2015
With our new Sparring+ product line, we’re building on 
Birger Sparring’s achievements to create an innovative 
new concept for the 21st century. Together with designer 
Christian Halleröd, our product developers have taken 
stylish form and function to a whole new level.

The series is adapted to meet modern needs for storage 
and organising, taking care of more than simply binders. 
Intelligent design, attractive colours and flexible combi-
nation possibilities make the concept as suitable for the 
workplace as it is for the home.

Strong, stable and unbeatably flexible.



Sparring+ is a wall-mounted storage 
concept built on complete flexibility. Only 
the horizontal top track needs fastening to 
the wall. Everything else – hang standards, 
cabinets, shelves and more – are easily 
hung from there. 

Choose colours, surfaces and accessories 
according to your specific taste and needs. 
An excellent solution for workplaces where 
people and creativity need room to roam.

Let ideas  
roam freely –  
the top track  
carries the rest







Create order in a tasteful 
way in spaces shared by 
many. Function and flexibility 
are especially important in 
open settings.

For smart and 
stylish office 
landscapes





The slot in Birger Sparring’s innovation is not just 
about classic design. This small opening holds 
the functionality that revolutionised the storage 
industry.

With Sparring+ we have added even greater 
functionality by taking full advantage of the double 
slots. Now you can position shelves and cabinets 
however you like without having to align them with, 
or worry about, other products.

So much, 
in such a 
small slot

The slot was devised for achieving maximum function 
and ingenuity, but its form and expression have meant 
so much more - iconic design.



Sparring+ is as stunning at home as at it is at work. 
Here, too, does the design aim to please – the 
edges of the shelves, the mix of colours and surface 
materials, and the iconic slot recurring in handles, 
magnets, hooks and more.

The classic and stylish products create a welcoming 
impression whilst solving the home’s distinct storage 
needs. With matte black and white as central 
colours, and various choices of materials and accent 
colours, you can easily adapt and alter the expression 
to match your personality or favourite trends.

Irresistible  
at all levels





The range includes matching and 
stylish reversible bookends.



The top track, the hang standards, the integrated 
fasteners - all of these combined probably make 
Sparring+ the most easily planned, installed and 
modified solution on the market. Whether you 
want to rearrange or expand your current space, or 
move to an entirely new location, Sparring+ makes 
the task so much easier.

The dimension between sections is cc 80 cm, and 
all shelves, cabinets and storage boards are easy 
to hang and later move as needed. Align them if 
you want, or place them at different heights. And 
when it’s time for a change, you can quickly and 
easily add to your solution or switch it around.

A standard you  
can count on
– when it’s time  
for a change



Accessories such as boxes, trays, magnets 
and hooks keep things within close reach  
in a smart and attractive way.

Small details that 
make a big difference





Shelves designed for the Sparring+ series come in three stylish 
models, all of which are easy to move and combine with other 
products. Most importantly, they are very functional.

Distinctive shelves

Shelves with raised edges  
provide good support for binders.



Magazine shelves are ideal for displaying 
magazines and brochures.

Movable shelves inside cabinets can 
be placed at two different heights.

Inserts with a feeling of wood 
impart that little extra.

The shelf tray is adapted 
for our plastic boxes.



COLOURS AND 
SURFACES 



Which style are you?
With Sparring+ you can mix colours and materials to match you and your 
personality, or to keep up with the latest trends. The two central colours are 
black and white. The matte lacquered surfaces impart a classic and upscale 
feel. Cabinet doors, bookends, boxes, hooks and magnets are also available in 
a yellow accent colour. In addition, a choice of inserts allows you to tailor your 
shelves. Mix and match as you please – it’s all up to you.



Cabinet
Top and shelves with matching inserts.  

Depth adapted for A4 paper. Reversible,  
sliding doors with machined, slot style handles.

Storage rail 
Easily attach boxes, trays, magnets and hooks  

to keep the items you need close at hand.

RANGE

Everything you need for a modern masterpiece
People who know the Sparring system already know 
how simple and reliable it is. With Sparring+ it is now 
possible to decorate both workplaces and home offices 
with a new stylish range that brings completely new 
opportunities, and the same high quality.

Strong, stable and unbeatably flexible.

Storage board
Accessories such as boxes, trays, magnets 

and hooks keep things within close reach  
in a smart and attractive way.



Top track
Everything is hung from the 
top track fastened to the wall.  

Top track cover
Conceals the screw heads and 
provides a more stylish overall 
appearance.

Inserts to shelves
Choose inserts to shelves 
in a matching colour.

Magazine shelf
Shelf with incline adapted 
for holding magazines, etc.

Shelf large
Shelf with high edge.  
Ideal for storing  
binders, etc.

Shelf medium
Shelf with a lower edge. 
A good choice for storing 
books, etc.

Book ends
Bookends that you 

can stand up  
or lay down.

Shelf tray
Narrow shelf perfect for 
holding smaller items.

Shelf small
Shelf with low edge and  
available in two depths. 
Suitable for general storage.

Shelf tray
Narrow shelf adapted for 
our high and low plastic 
boxes, and for storing 
other small items.







Elfa International AB 
Södra Tullgatan 3  
211 40 Malmö, Sweden 
info@elfa.com

sparringplus.se
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